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The following pages describe Aspen Skiing Company’s 
history and our approach to sustainability. It is a 
positive story. But there are inherent contradictions 
throughout, from conspicuous consumption and 
frivolity to simple energy use. We are not there yet.

instead, as Charles  Bukowski wrote, we are:

“Sifting through the madness for the word,
the line, the way.”

AWAKEN THE SPIRIT.  ELEVATE COMMUNITY.  HONOR PLACE.

LIVE PASSIONATELY
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Aspen Skiing Company's
sustainability work is part
of a much longer tale...
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miners pulled a 2,340 lb. silver nugget out of

smuggler mine.smuggler mine.
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ghost
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UNFORTUNATELY, SILVER HAD GONE
BUST THE YEAR BEFORE, AND 
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IN 1945, Chicagoans

Walter &
ELIZABETH
Paeckpe

reimagined the town.
THeY had a vision:
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THeY had a vision: "The difficulty of our time

is a difficulty of the human spirit." 
"The difficulty of our time

is a difficulty of the human spirit." 

It was the first step in turning Aspen into a place of transformation
and global thinking. As the program for the Goethe celebration noted:

could be a place to escape your usual life,
be CHALLENGED BY new ideas in a

where you’d be receptive to them,
and GO HOME with a mission to

the world.the world.

ASPEN
BEAUTIFUL

improve

ASPEN
BEAUTIFUL

improve

(What was the point of all that, anyway?
Who celebrates Goethe, and what does that even mean?)

That led to:
the Goethe Bicentennial, Albert Schweitzer's visit,

the Aspen Institute, the Music Festival and School,
and later, the Aspen Center for Environmental Studies.
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other dreamers had arrived
before the Paepckes:

SKIERS.SKIERS.

They’d founded the 
Aspen Ski Club in 
1936 and later, led 
by 10th Mountain
Division veteran and 
Austrian immigrant 
Friedl Pfeifer, the 
Aspen Ski Corp.
Paepcke bought in 
soon after he
arrived, bringing 
money and business 
smarts, and
Aspen became...

a global
ski center!
a global
ski center!

Neon one-pieces, dancing in tight jeans
at the Tippler bar, and skiing with your

ankles locked together were all the rage.
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“without form,
 and void.”

as a company, we were
like the new earth in Genesis:

in other words, 

*just a ski area*
that alone. 

As fun as it was, Aspen had drifted far from 
Paepcke's vision. 

Aspen Skiing Company 
didn’t have a corporate mission...

...beyond skiing.
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THEN, IN

19961996
 a new CEO, Pat O’Donnell, recruited from

Whistler but previously at Patagonia,
asked a provocative question

“Should work be about
more than just a paycheck?”
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the Sundeck
AN EARLY manifestation OF

THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES was

one of the first LEED-certified buildings

Green building
later became an obsession…

in the world.

We retrofitted every light bulb in the company, 
installed 170kW of solar panels, built a 115kW 

hydroelectric plant at Snowmass, and

$5.5M
invested

In a power plant that captures leaking methane from a coal 
mine and makes as much electricity as ASC uses

annually while destroying three times our carbon emissions. 
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Realizing we couldn’t cut our carbon footprint enough on our own, we helped progressive candidates run in local utility 
elections. After fifteen or so years, a new board of directors at holy cross energy committed to

70 percent
renewable energy by 2030. 

70 percent
renewable energy by 2030. 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

29,820
30,577

29,276

27,137 26,966 27,098

30,797
30,189 29,954

30,665 30,881

29,890 29,737 30,081

27,310

25,39324,254 23,035

DEtails:
aspensnowmass.com/we-are-different/sustainability-reports

ASC CARBON footPRINT (TONS co )2



“What more

could we do?”
We asked,

 a company culture.

the Environment Foundation (1998),
run and funded by employees, has

given away

$3.3M

$175K
our caring for community fund (2016)

we were building
something new:

We went beyond the environment, creating humanity  and  diversity  
boards,  pushed  senior and salaried staff onto  the  front  lines  
at  peak  times, offered  paid  volunteer  days,  and expanded paid 

family leave.
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ASC recommitted to affordable housing,
and Built 40 tiny homes for 112 employees,

with 30 more beds coming.

We expanded local food offerings and,

we have 673 beds now
and our target is 1,100.

we banned plastic straws. 

As we evolved, we realized we needed to care
about community as much as climate.
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about community as much as climate.

take action
  on climate.

“you can see the effects of climate 
change and scientists have clearly said 
what path we have to follow. All of us 
have a responsibility, all of us, small or 
large, a moral responsibility. We have to 
take it seriously. We can’t joke about it. 
Each person has 

their own. Even 
politicians 

have their 
own.”

We posted quotes from Pope Francis
on our chairlifts to get people to



our ceo, mike kaplan, published an op-ed in the local papers titled

“We’re Still Here.”“We’re Still Here.”
 It reiterated our commitment to tolerance, civility and 

climate action. A year later, Mike took it national,
appearing on one of the biggest op-ed pages in the world

the Wall Street Journal’s
arguing that anti-immigration rhetoric and policy

was hurting tourism.

--

The Paris Accords, marriage equality, health care… 
the country was lining up with our values.

We were feeling pretty good
about our progress:

which normalized intolerance and bigotry.

20 16 electioNS,
Then the world changed with the

We had to do something to

honor
what we’d become as a company.
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Sometimes caring about an issue isn’t enough. You have to do something. 
It’s time to turn our concern about climate change — and yours — into 
action. Visit giveaflake.com and take action to make your voice heard.

PROTECT YOUR PASSION. JOIN THE MOVEMENT.

#GIVEAFLAKE - IT’S THE ASPEN WAY

Dear Senator Portman:   

I’m writing you as a fellow outdoor enthusiast and supporter of national parks, energy effi ciency, and 
fi ghting climate change. Ohio’s $24.3 billion outdoor recreation industry is gravely threatened by a 
warming planet. You’ve been more progressive than your GOP peers on climate, but that’s not saying 
much. I think you can do more, especially now that it’s clear that inaction means economic decline. As 
you know, studies show that the whole Midwest region will face crop yield declines of up to 63% by the 
end of the century due to rising heat and multi-year drought. I ask you to become a leader on climate 
and to acknowledge science. There’s little risk. Voters want their leaders to embrace action on climate. 
So, can I count on you to Give a Flake? 

Sincerely, 

__________________________________________________________________

To learn more and take action, visit GiveAFlake.com 

We prepared a postcard to make it as easy as possible for you to contact
a senator that could do more to support climate policy.

1. Cut out the postcard  2. Sign it with your name  3. Send it in - the shipping is on us! 

Readers weren't the only ones to notice the op-eds. 
Our marketing agency saw them, too, and created 
national campaigns around tolerance and climate. 

First, “The Aspen Way.” Then, “Give A Flake.” These were 
an even more aggressive way to influence the 

national conversation, and they even sparked a 
dialogue with one of the senators we targeted.

For us, that means our campaign worked.

And now 
we’re plotting
our next move…
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